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Timeline  and Contemporaries / Predecessors

Sack of Rome 1527 
– end of the Renaissance in Rome



Titian - ~1488-1576

• Born Tiziano Vecellio in Pieve di Cadrone – Small 
fortified town dating back to the Iron Age.

• Father a soldier / local councilor  / supplier of 
timber to Venice

• Named after a local saint Titianus
• Went to Venice aged 9, apprenticed to Zuccato then 

Gentile Bellini then Giovani Bellini
• Partnership with Giorgione – shared workshop –

ended with G’s early death
• Together redefined Venetian painting
• Their work so similar have long been disputes over 

authorship of some paintings 



The Pastoral Concert - Once considered Giorgione – now considered 
Titian – though some have considered as by both (Louvre).

They did undertake some joint 
works – frescoes

Titian was asked to complete 
some unfinished works after 
Giorgione’s death – only one 
such is known for sure –
otherwise we don’t know if he 
did finish others.



• Portraits  - Royal and Papal commissions late in career
• Cabinet Pictures
• Religious art
• Allegorical / Classical





Isabella 
d’Este

“La Bella”



• Lead the movement to having large pictures for architectural locations on canvas rather than Fresco – which 

lasted poorly in Venice’s damp climate

• Sought to displace his teacher Bellini as official state painter – declined, but achieved on B’s death.

• Married housekeeper by whom he already has two children

• Wife dies young in childbirth – a daughter modelled for him for his group pictures

• Does not remarry – described as flirting with women but not interested in relationships

• Ran a large studio – El Greco was one pupil

• Of his most successful pictures many copies were made in the studio



Christ Carrying the Cross. Oil 
on canvas, 67 x 77cm  Prado

Penitent Mary Madelene 
Two of many versions



Holy family with shepherd, National Gallery



• Was thought of as money grubbing by his peers

• Chased commissions early in career, later was selective of those with money and power

• Only ever visited Rome once – late in his life

• Late pictures less colourful – was described as with failing sight and with a tremor – broader 
brushstrokes – earlier critics thought them unfinished but analysis has shown they have many 
layers of paint

• Dies in Venice – Plague there at the time but is buried in Venice so perhaps not a victim

About Mannerist Painting
Originating in Italy, the term mannerism comes from the Italian 'maniera', which translates to 'style'. 
Mannerism is an artistic style that was born in the early 1500s. The style originated in Rome and later 
widened to all of Europe. Mannerists paintings are characterized by elongated limbs, thin aquiline 
noses, overly stylized figures, undersized heads, electrifying, vibrant colours and elaborately mannered, 
theatrical compositions. The Mannerists in Italy worked on generous commission for a restricted 
audience of Vatican powerbrokers and royalty. They painted a wide range of subjects and 
genres including religious images, mythological subjects and portraiture.



Bacchus and Ariadne 
National Gallery



Three Ages of Man, National Gallery of Scotland



Venus of 
Urbino



Venus and Adonis



Danae with 
Eros



Sacred and Profane Love



Some contemporary quotes



Veronese 1528 –1588
Real name – Paolo Caliari

Born Verona – hence Veronese
Father a stonecutter perhaps sculptor in stone

Celebrated late renaissance painter
• Portraitist
Thematic: 
• Religion
• Mythology 
• Allegory

Supreme colourist

Naturalism, influenced by Titian 

Placed figures in dramatic poses – a Mannerist

Larger works for specific places in buildings and many are still in-situ. Self portrait (?)



Verona
Historic city of Roman 
antiquity.



Considered a self-
portrait as a hunter.



Father was his initial teacher of modelling

Apprenticed to painters in Verona at age 13

Moved to Venice 1553 with a state commission for a work in a public building

Career from then on was as a painter was in Venice and around

Modeled figures in early works in clay before starting painting – apparently a common practice then
Later did drawings as preliminaries – one of the earliest artists to keep these – now part of his heritage. Some 
were still used as starters for paintings by his studio years after his death

Married the daughter of an early teacher / master
Had many children some of whom he trained as artists
Was strict with his family

Made one visit to Rome early in his career

Ran a large studio – initially with many relatives as participants

Knew Titian – who approved of his art. Lived near him in Venice



Portrait of Woman with Dog Portrait of a Lady  “Bella Nani”



Boy with a Greyhound

Portrait of a 
Gentleman



Lucretia
(Roman heroine)

Allegory of 
Painting



Resurrection

St Jerome



Ceiling of the Sala dell'Olimpo



Adoration of the Virgin by the Coccina Family



Counter-Reformation

Council of Trent 1563 on religious art:
“... every superstition shall be removed ... all lasciviousness be avoided; in such wise that 
figures shall not be painted or adorned with a beauty exciting to lust ... there be nothing 
seen that is disorderly, or that is unbecomingly or confusedly arranged, nothing that is 
profane, nothing indecorous, seeing that holiness becometh the house of God.”

Context – Last Judgement, Sistine Chapel  - completed 1541

Paolo Veronese was summoned by the Holy Office to explain why his Last Supper, a huge 
canvas for the refectory of a monastery, contained, in the words of the Holy Office: 
"buffoons, drunken Germans, dwarfs and other such scurrilities" as well as extravagant 
costumes and settings, in what is indeed a fantasy version of a Venetian patrician 
feast. Veronese was told that he must change his painting within a three-month period – in 
fact all he changed was the title, to The Feast in the House of Levi.



Gallerie dell'Accademia, Venice.



Dies in Venice – Buried in
Chiesa di San Sebastiano Venice – a 
church decorated with many of his 
paintings 



A modern critic
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